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@center[@b[Wickelphones and Wickelfeatures]] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
@b[The Wickelphones in the word @I[strip]:] 
 
ip#, rip, str, tri, #st 
 
 
 
 
@b[Some of the Wickelfeatures in the Wickelphone "ipt":] 
 
 
VowelUnvoicedInterrupted 
HighStopStop 
VowelStopUnvoiced 
FrontFrontMiddle 
FrontStopInterrupted 
ShortFrontMiddle 
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@center[@b[Assumptions of the Rumelhart-McClelland Model]] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
@begin[itemize] 
The Wickelphone/Wickelfeature is adequate for phonological 
representations, circumventing the need to deal with strings. 
 
The past tense is formed by direct modification of the phonetics of the 
root, so there is no need for an abstract level of 
morphological structure. 
 
The formation of irregular pasts is determined by purely 
phonetic considerations, so there is no need to recognize the notion 
'lexical item'. 
 
The regular system is qualitatively the same as the irregular system, differing 
only in the number and uniformity of their populations of exemplars,  
so the whole stem/past relation can be handled 
in a single, indissoluble facility. 
@end[itemize] 
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@center[@b[What's Wrong with Wickelphonology]] 
 
 
@b[1. Preserving Distinctions] 
 
@begin[verbatim] 
a.                            b. 
     albal                   albalbal 
    #al      #al 
     alb       alb 
      lba       lba 
       bal        bal 
               al#         @b[alb 
                     lba 
                      bal] 
                       al# 
 
@end[verbatim] 
 
@b[2. Capturing Generalizations and Similarity Relations] 
 
 
silt   {#si, sil, ilt, lt#} 
 
slit   {#sl, sli, lit, it#} 
 
BUT: 
 
hross --> horse                 horse --> slit 
thrid --> third      =          bird -->  clam 
brid --> bird                   frog -->  juice 
 
 
 
@b[3. Excluding the Impossible] 
 
 
@I[Mirror-image map:] 
 
Weight the lines from XYZ --> ZYX at 1 and all the others at 0.   
 
 
 
@i[Identity map:] 
 
Weight the lines from XYZ --> XYZ at 1 and all the others at 0. 
 
 
 
 
Add /d/ to the end of a word if there is a Wickelphone (XY#). 
Add /d/ to the end of a word if it ends in a voiced segment. 
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@center[@b[ 
Why Morphology and Phonology have to be Kept Separate]] 
 
@begin[verbatim] 
 
 
 
      -t  -d           -@o[i-]d 
 
a. Past Tense  walked  jogged     patted 
b. Participle  was kicked was slugged    was patted 
c. Verbal Adj.  a kicked dog a flogged horse    a patted cat 
d. Nominal Adj.  sabre-toothed long-nosed         one-handed 
 
             -s           -z                 -@o[i-]z         
 
a. Plural  hawks            dogs               hoses    
b. 3psg   hits             sheds              chooses 
c. Possessive  Pat's            Fred's             George's 
d. has   Pat's            Fred's             George's 
e. is   Pat's            Fred's             George's 
f. does   what's           where's             --- 
g. Affective  Pats(y)          Wills, bonkers      ---  
h. adverbial  thereabouts      towards, nowadays   ---  
i. Linking -s  huntsman         landsman            --- 
 
 
        a. ax, fix, box            [ks] 
        b. act, fact, product      [kt] 
        c. traipse, lapse,corpse   [ps] 
        d. apt, opt, abrupt        [pt] 
        e. blitz, kibitz, Potts    [ts] 
        f. post, ghost, list       [st] 
 
            ---             [zt] 
                   ---             [gs] 
                   ---             [kz] 
 
 
So:  
 
@b[Morphology:] 
 
Past tense marker   =   /d/ 
Plural marker       =   /z/ 
 
@b[Phonology:] 
 
Voicing Assimilation:  
 
 Spread the value of voicing from one obstruent to the next in word- 
 final position. 
 
Vowel Insertion: 
 
 In word-final position, separate with the vowel @o[i-] adjacent 
 consonants that are too similar in place and manner of articulation. 
 
@end[verbatim] 
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@center[@b[Why you Need Representations for "Stem" and "Affix"]] 
 
 
 
 
@b[1. Preservation of stem.] 
 
walk --> walked  common 
go   --> went  rare 
 
Add /d/ to stem  vs. Change 'a' to 'e', 'b' to 'c', 'c' to 'd', etc. 
 
      
 
@b[2. Copying the stem.] 
 
@i[Reduplication:] 
 
boom-boom 
dum-dum 
 
 
 
@b[3. Preservation of affix across contexts.] 
 
t & d     are associated with    @O[-i]d 
                     NOT         @o[i-]z, oz, og 
 
 
s & z     are associated with    @o[-i]z  
                     NOT         @o[-i]d, od, gu 
 
 
 
melt:   #me   mel   elt   lt#      
 
melted: #me   mel   elt         lt@o[i-]   t@o[i-]d   @o[i-]d# 
meltez: #me   mel   elt         lt@o[i-]   t@o[i-]z   @o[i-]z# 
melteg: #me   mel   elt         lt@o[i-]   t@o[i-]g   @o[i-]g# 
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@center[@b[ 
Why You Need a Representation for "Lexical Items"  
that is Distinct from their Featural Decomposition]] 
 
 
 
ring                -->             rang 
wring               -->             wrung 
 
lie (prevaricate)   -->             lied 
lie (recline)       -->             lay 
 
hang (suspend)      -->             hung 
hang (execute)      -->             hanged 
 
fit (adjust)        -->             fitted 
fit (correspond to) -->             fit 
 
 
 
 
 
@center[@b[Why you Need Representations for "Irregular", "Verb", and "Root"]] 
 
        a.      He braked the car suddenly.  @o[=/] broke 
        b.      He flied out to center field.  @o[=/] flew        
        c.      He ringed the city with artillery.  *rang 
        d.      Martina 2-setted Chris.  *2-set 
        e.      He subletted/sublet the apartment.   
        f.      He sleighed down the hill.  *slew 
        g.      He de-flea'd his dog.  *de-fled 
        h.      He spitted the pig.  *spat 
        i.      He righted the boat.  *rote 
        j.      He high-sticked the goalie.  *high-stuck 
        h.      He grandstanded to the crowd.  *grandstood. 
 
 
Principle:   Some verb roots are marked as "irregular-past"; all others are regular. 
             No noun roots are marked as "irregular-past". 
             Forming a verb from a noun creates a new verb, not a new verb root. 
                        (i.e. [@-[V] [@-[N] brake ] ]) 
             Therefore, forming a verb from a noun always results in a  
                  verb with a regular past. 
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@center[@b[Some Differences between the Regular and Irregular Systems]] 
 
 
 
@b[1. Prototypicality Structure within the class.] 
 
@i[Irregulars] are organized into family resemblance clusters: 
 
a.  x - [u] - x(o)+n  
 blow, grow, know, throw 
 draw, withdraw 
 fly 
 
b.  [e] - [U] - [e]+en 
 take, mistake, forsake, shake 
 
c.  [ay] - [aw] - [aw] 
 bind, find, grind, wind 
 
d.  [d] - [t] - [t] 
 bend, send, spend, ?lend, ??rend  
 build 
 
e.  [@symbol[e]] - [O] - [O]+n 
 swear, tear, wear, ?bear, ??forswear, ??forbear,   
 get, forget, ??beget 
 
@I[Regular] verbs have nothing in commmon phonologically. @U[Any] string can 
be a regular verb. 
 
 
 
@I[Irregular verbs] can be fuzzy in their naturalness or acceptability,  
depending on their similarity to the prototype. 
 
keep, sleep, sweep  
     cf.:    weep(?weeped/wept), creep(?creeped/crept), leap(leaped/leapt) 
 
feel, deal 
     cf.:    kneel(kneeled/?knelt) 
 
@I[Regular verbs], unless they are similar to an irregular cluster, have 
no gradient of acceptability based on their phonology. 
 
walk  -- walked 
genuflect -- genuflected 
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@center[@b[ 
Some Differences between the Regular and Irregular Systems, (continued)]] 
 
@b[2. Lexical distinctness of stem and past tense forms.] 
 
@i[Irregular] verbs can have odd or nonexistent past tense forms. 
 
 You will excuse me if I forgo the pleasure of reading your paper until 
              it's published. 
 * Last night I forwent the pleasure of grading student papers. 
 
 I don't know how she bears it. 
 (?) I don't know how she bore it. 
 
        I don't know how she stands him. 
 (?) I don't know how she stood him. 
 
@I[Regular] verbs are as good in the past as they are in the present. 
 
 She ekes/eked out a living. 
 He crooks/crooked his finger. 
 They stint/stinted no effort. 
 
 anastomose, fleech, fleer, incommode, prescind 
 
@b[3. Failure of predictability in verb categorization.] 
 
There are no sufficient conditions for a verb to be in any @I[irregular] class: 
 
 blow, grow, throw   -->   blew, grew, threw 
        flow, glow, crow    -->    flowed, glowed, crowed 
 
 ring, sing, spring     -->   rang, sang, sprang 
 wring, fling, string   -->   wrung, flung, strung 
        bring                  -->   brought 
 
 hit, slit, split, quit   -->   hit, slit, split, quit 
 flit, twit, knit         -->   flitted, twitted, knitted 
 
A sufficient condition for a verb to be @I[regular] is that it not be 
irregular. If it is regular, its past tense form is 100% predictable. 
 
@b[4. Default Nature of Regular Rule] 
 
Most of the @I[irregular] alternations can only apply to verbs with a certain 
structure (e.g. send --> sent; sing --> sang). 
 
The @i[regular] rule 
 
  Past = stem + /d/  
 
can cover all possible cases. 
 (cf.: suffix /t/ if the word begins with /b/ 
  prefix /ik/ if the word ends in a vowel 
  change all /s/'s to /r/'s before /ta/      etc.) 
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@center[@b[The Model's Degree of Success]] 
 
 
 
 
After 80,000 training trials, 72 regular stems were presented to the model. 
 
It made errors on 24 (33%): 
 
* 6: no response (jump, pump, soak, warm, trail, glare) 
 
* 4: bizarre  
  squat - squakt 
  mail - membled  
  tour - toureder 
  mate - maded  
 
* 7: allomorph blends 
  type - typeted 
  step - stepted 
  snap - snapted 
  map - mapted 
  drip - dripted 
  carp - carpted 
  smoke - smokted 
 
 4: vowel change + affix blend 
  shape - shipped 
  sip - sepped 
  slip - slept 
*  brown - brawned 
 
* 2: no-change, don't end in /t/ or /d/ (hug, smoke) 
 
 2: both no-change and regular, end in /d/ (guard, kid) 
 
 
 
* = not to be expected within adult system  
  = 20/72 
  = 28%  
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@center[@b[ 
The RM Model versus the Facts of Children's Language Development]] 
 
 
 
@b[1. Tendency to overregularize verbs once used correctly]. 
 
 
 
 
 
@U[Input]     @u[Output] 
 
Phase 1: 
 10 high-frequency verbs   Perfect performance on all verbs 
  (2 regular, 8 irregular) 
 10 times each 
 
 
 
 
Phase 2: 
 420 high & medium frequency verbs Immediate overregularization 
  (336 regular, 84 irregular)  of irregulars, followed by 
 190 times each    gradual improvement 
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@center[@b[ 
The RM Model versus the Facts of Children's Language Development (continued)]] 
 
 
 
@b[2. Hybrid Errors: @I[ated], @I[smokeded]] 
 
@i[Rumelhart and McClelland explanation: ] 
 
 Several statistically frequent alternations are blended in output. 
 e.g. change 'i' to 'e'  &  add 'ed' 
             add 't' if unvoiced  &  add 'ed' if coronal stop 
 
 
@I[Conventional explanation:] 
 
 Child miscontrues past form as a stem. 
  ate + /d/ = ated 
  smoked + /d/ = smokeded 
 
 
@I[RM Predicts:] 
 
 Should find: 
  frequent but inappropriate vowel change + ed: 
    e.g. slip - slepped, sip - sepped, shape - shipped   DISCONFIRMED 
 
 Should not find: 
  double-affixing with words lacking final /t/ or /d/    DISCONFIRMED 
    e.g. tieded, buyded 
  double-affixing with irregulars                        DISCONFIRMED 
    e.g. buyded, makeded 
 
 
@I[Conventional Account Predicts:] 
 
 Should find: 
  Non-past affixing of past forms: 
    e.g. wenting, thoughting, ating                      CONFIRMED 
         wents, thoughts, ates                           CONFIRMED 
         to went, to thought, to ate                     CONFIRMED 
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@center[@b[ 
Summary of the Failings of the RM Model,  
and Aspects of PDP Architecture that are Responsible for them]] 
 
1. The model is incapable of representing certain kinds of words. 
 
  LACK OF CONCATENATIVE STRUCTURE. 
 
 
2. It is incapable of explaining patterns of psychological similarity among words. 
 
  NO REPRESENTATION OF IDENTITY OF ELEMENTS ACROSS POSITIONS/ROLES. 
 
 
3. It easily models many kinds of rules that are not found in any human language. 
 
 UNCONSTRAINED EXTRACTION OF CORRELATIONS. 
 CONSTANTS INSTEAD OF VARIABLES. 
 
 
4. It fails to capture central generalizations about English sound patterns. 
 
  LACK OF MODULARITY & ABSTRACT INTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS. 
 
 
5. It is inconsistent with the facts of word-formation. 
 
  LACK OF MODULARITY & ABSTRACT INTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS. 
 
 
6. It is inconsistent with the elementary problem of homophony. 
 
  NO WAY TO REPRESENT INDIVIDUALS. 
 
 
7. It fails to generate any past tense form at all for certain words. 
 
         OVER-RELIANCE ON CORRELATIONAL STATISTICS OF INPUT. 
         CONSTANTS INSTEAD OF VARIABLES. 
 
 
8. It falsely predicts that the regular and irregular systems have 
similar properties in languages and in children. 
 
  LACK OF DISCRETE, CATEGORICAL, RULE-LIKE OPERATIONS. 
 
 
9. It gives an incorrect explanation of children's stages of regularization. 
 
  OVER-RELIANCE ON CORRELATIONAL STATISTICS OF INPUT. 
 
 
10. It gives an incorrect explanation for children's hybrid errors. 
 
  BINDING OF FEATURES INTO DISTINCT COHESIVE WHOLES. 
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@center[@b[ 
Overall Conclusions: Connectionist Fallacies about Human Language 
 
(and Probably Cognition)]] 
 
 
1. Standard symbolic constructs are quaint arbitrary traditions and 
hence easily dispensible. 
 
 
2. Symbolic rules and principles are approximate descriptions of regularities, 
whereas connectionist models capture the fine structure of behavior. 
 
 
3. If you can mimic a cognitive phenomenon with a massively parallel model, 
that shows that the model is the correct explanation for the phenomenon. 


